
CLASSIFICATIONS OF PHILIPPINE FOLK DANCES

Most provinces in the Philippnes have their own identifying folk dances wherein they showcase the elegance and beauty
of the way they do things, the way they.

You can watch these folk dances on YouTube, read about the cultural history on informational sites, and even
learn some of the dances through instructional videos. The other guests copied her movements, and everyone
liked the dance so much that it has been passed along ever since. Her faithful servant tries to shield her with a
parasol as the princess gracefully dodges falling trees, and is eventually saved by a prince. People perform the
dance using bamboo poles. The Singkil The Singkil is a dance traditionally performed by single women to
attract the attention of potential suitors. Rigodon, Los Bailes de Ayer 2. Tinikling-Leyte; Subli-Batangas
Tinikling - Tinnikling is considered the national folkdance with a pair of dancers hopping between two
bamboo poles held just above the ground and struck together in time to music. Learn a few of the dances in
order to really increase your understanding and appreciation of this dance genre; while the choreography may
seem difficult at first, a little focused study can go a long way. Hele-hele, Tadek, Pantomina 7. This dance
traces its roots back to the areas of Pangapisan, Lingayen and Pangasinan. Dancers need good balance as they
go through a series of movements that include some impressive acrobatics. The dance's movements imitate the
movement of the tikling bird as it walks around through tall grass and between tree branches. The essence of
the dance is the courtship between two sweethearts. There are men's and women's versions of the dance since
they wear malongs in different ways. The Surtido Surtido literally means "assortment," and this square dance
combines influences of French, Spanish and Mexican dance. The dance originated in Bayambang in the
Pangasinan province, and though it's usually performed alone, it can also become a competition between
several dancers. Dancers make a number of flirtatious movements as they hide behind fans or handkerchiefs
and peek out at one another. Carinosa, Tagala 3. Both groups wear harnesses with coconut shells attached
tightly to their bodies which are struck repeatedly with other shells held in the hands. They also created their
own folk dances in the areas where they settled. Aside from creating their own versions of European fashion,
Philippine aristocrats created Filipino adaptations of European dance as well. Rural dances include such
favorites as the high-stepping Tinikling, which mimics a bird, and the Gaway-Gaway, which features the
movements of children pulling the stalks of the gaway roots during a bountiful harvest. Cultural Center of the
Philippines : This government-run site showcases Philippine arts and features folk dance companies such as
Bayanihan, the National Dance Company of the Philippines, with performance dates and ticket prices. These
dances are entertaining to observe, and even more fun to learn and perform yourself. Ancient to Modern
Dance History The history of dancing in the Philippines is a long and rich story that shows how intertwined
the dances are with daily life and important events. Originated from Leyte Province, this dance is in fact a
mimic movement of tikling birds hopping over trees, grass stems or over bamboo traps set by farmers.


